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Abstract—A multiterminal obstacle-avoiding pathfinding ap-
proach is proposed. The approach is inspired by deep image
learning. The key idea is based on training a conditional
generative adversarial network (cGAN) to interpret a pathfinding
task as a graphical bitmap and consequently map a pathfinding
task onto a pathfinding solution represented by another bitmap.
To enable the proposed cGAN pathfinding, a methodology for
generating synthetic dataset is also proposed. The cGAN model is
implemented in Python/Keras, trained on synthetically generated
data, evaluated on practical VLSI benchmarks, and compared
with state-of-the-art. Due to effective parallelization on GPU
hardware, the proposed approach yields a state-of-the-art like
wirelength and a better runtime and throughput for moderately
complex pathfinding tasks. However, the runtime and throughput
with the proposed approach remain constant with an increasing
task complexity, promising orders of magnitude improvement
over state-of-the-art in complex pathfinding tasks. The cGAN
pathfinder can be exploited in numerous high throughput ap-
plications, such as, navigation, tracking, and routing in complex
VLSI systems. The last is of particular interest to this work.

Keywords—computer-aided design, CAD, electronic design au-
tomation, EDA, pathfinding, global routing, machine learning,
deep learning, deep neural networks, DeconvNets, convolutional
neural networks, ConvNets, generative adversarial networks,
GANs, variational autoencoders, VAEs

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiterminal pathfinding in presence of obstacles is a task

of finding an optimal (e.g., shortest) path between two or more

placed terminals. While being computationally hard, this is

one of the fundamental navigation problems, required in a

wide range of applications, from mobile robot path planning,

navigation, wayfinding, and tracking to routing wires in printed

circuit boards (PCBs) and integrated circuits (ICs). In this

paper, IC global routing will be exploited as a demonstrating

vehicle for the proposed pathfinding approach.

Due to the excessively large search space, modern mul-

titerminal pathfindng tasks cannot be optimally solved in

reasonable time. To mitigate the computational complexity

of pathfinding, existing solvers use approximation heuristics,

producing sub-optimal solutions in reasonable time. The tra-

ditional deterministic pathfinding approaches typically exhibit

the following design flow: a multiterminal pathfinding task is

decomposed into multiple two-terminal shortest path tasks and

these simpler tasks are solved individually.

Modern pathfinding and routing approaches vary primarily

by algorithms for pathfinding decomposition and two-terminal

shortest path search as well as by algorithm convergence

criteria. The primary limitation of these approaches is the

unpredictability of pathfinding convergence and performance.

Several important machine learning (ML) approaches have

recently been proposed to alleviate the unpredictability issue.

Guided by the ML insight, these approaches, however, still rely

on poorly parallelizable computational methods, such as the

shortest path search. While neural networks (NNs) typically

utilize highly parallelizable topologies (i.e., a single instruction

can be simultaneously performed with multiple data points on

multiple processing units), existing pathfinding algorithms are

series in their nature and their runtime cannot be efficiently

shortened through parallelization (i.e., instructions are highly

inter-dependent and should be executed in order). With the

poorly scalable traditional methods and increasing complexity

of modern pathfinding applications (e.g., number of terminals

and obstacles in modern ICs), runtime and throughput have

become a major concern.

In this work, an end-to-end ML pathfinding is proposed.

With this approach, ML models are trained on routed mul-

titerminal training samples and exploited to solve unseen

test cases. Specifically, the traditional multiterminal obstacle-

avoiding pathfinding task is mapped onto a modern image

manipulation task and solved with a generative NN. It is

shown that a properly designed deep NN, trained on robust

reference data can efficiently learn and detect routing patterns

in inference and determine and execute preferred pathfinding

heuristics. As a result, all unseen pathfinding test cases are

routed with state-of-the-art wirelength and those complex test

cases are routed within a fraction of runtime as compared with

existing pathfinders. The significant increase in performance

is possible due to the following factors:

1) Reducing the multiterminal pathfinding task to the

image-to-image manipulation task: Pathfinding inputs

and outputs are mapped onto 2D bitmaps.

2) Accumulating pathfinding information over various

tasks, continuously increasing pathfinding performance

in new tasks with similar obstacle configuration: This

approach is in particular effective in typical IC routing
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use cases, in which thousands of nets are routed within

the same placement configuration of standard cells, or

autonomous vehicle driving navigation problems, where

thousands of autonomous vehicle drives on different

routes in the same city or region

3) Efficiently generating a synthetic robust dataset of

solved pathfinding task instances: The proposed method-

ology for generating pathfinding data enables training of

a truly deep NN, overcoming a major concern of limited

existing multiterminal shortest path data.

4) Parallelizing the pathfinding process for systematic ex-

ecution on parallel processing hardware accelerators:

While pathfinding parallelization is limited with tradi-

tional approaches, the parallel nature of ML branchless

computation allows to seamlessly and efficiently process

pathfinding on GPU, TPU, NPU or other parallel pro-

cessing hardware in a simultaneous manner and with no

overhead.

As a result, the proposed method opens new directions

for parallelization of multiterminal pathfinding and scaling

the capabilities of its applications, such as of the computer-

aided IC global routing. The rest of the paper is organized

as follows. The background on hardware acceleration based

parallelization and ML approaches for image manipulation is

provided in Section II. The proposed ML system and design

considerations are described in Section III. Evaluation methods

and experimental results are presented in Section IV. The

paper is concluded in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

In this research, multiterminal obstacle-avoiding task is

considered as a rectangular array of labeled tiles. In an input

array, each tile is marked as an obstacle, terminal, or empty.

During the pathfinding process, some of the empty tiles are

marked as path tiles. The primary objective of a pathfinder is

determining the tile-to-tile path, connecting all (two or more)

terminal tiles. Two terminal tiles are considered connected if

there is a set of adjacent (via a shared edge) non-obstacle tiles

within the path that includes the two terminal tiles.

The expected output set of path tiles comprises a minimum

number of path tiles (i.e., minimum length) while connecting

all terminals within the array of tiles and does not intersect

with the obstacle tiles set. This task is NP-hard, but can be

approximately decomposed and solved in polynomial time

with reasonable path length overhead. Existing multiterminal

pathfinding solutions are described in subsection A. Machine

learning methods exploited in this paper are explained in

subsection B.

A. Traditional multiterminal pathfinding

Traditional multiterminal pathfinding approaches are based

on minimum rectilinear Steiner tree (MRST) approximation.

With MRST, a multiterminal pathfinding task can be split

into multiple terminal-to-terminal pathfinding tasks, using ad-

ditional auxiliary nodes (i.e., Steiner split-point nodes), and

a path between two tiles can be determined with two-point

pathfinding algorithm in polynomial time.

Decomposition of a multiterminal pathfinding task into

multiple terminal-to-terminal pathfinding tasks is, however,

also NP-hard. Thus, approximating methods such as minimal

spanning tree (MST) are often utilized instead of MRST,

yielding suboptimal, yet computationally preferred solutions

with a typical computational complexity of O(n · log(n)2)),
where n is the overall number of tiles [1], [2]. A primary

advantage of the MST method is that the total length of

the generated path is within certain bounds of the optimal

length. Another method for mitigating the MRST complexity

is lookup tables [3], [4]. These methods typically exhibit

polynomial time complexity, trading off the optimal length

for a shorter execution runtime.

Once the original multiterminal pathfinding task is suc-

cessfully split into multiple two-terminal sub-tasks, best-first

search algorithms are commonly utilized for determining

paths between the original terminals and split-point nodes,

as well as paths between different split-points of the Steiner

tree. Methods such as pattern routing, negotiated-congestion

routing, and integer linear programming (ILP) are utilized in

modern global routers to speed those easy-to-route nets up

and resolve difficult-to-route regions. An optimal MRST and

sub-optimal MST routing is illustrated in Figure 1.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1: Pathfinding of a four-terminal input with (a) the optimal

terminal-to-split path (as determined by the MRST approach),

resulting in the shortest total path length, and (b) terminal-

to-terminal path (as determined by the MST approximation),

yielding suboptimal (i.e., longer than in (a)) total path length.

Albeit the progress in IC routing, at the core of the existing

pathfinding solutions remains the reliance on graph traversing

and similar algorithms that yield non regular and, thus, poorly

parallelizable computational methods. While neural networks

typically utilize highly parallelizable topologies (i.e., a single

instruction can simultaneously be performed with multiple

data points on multiple processing units), existing routers

are series in their nature and their runtime cannot be effi-

ciently shortened through parallelization (i.e., instructions are

highly interdependent and should be executed in order). Such

pathfinding with poorly scalable traditional methods becomes

even more challenging with the increasing number of terminals

and obstacles in modern VLSI systems.

B. Existing ML-based multiterminal pathfinding

While ML driven pathfinding is of particular interest, most

of the existing pathfinding approaches utilize ML to predict
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convergence, wirelength, and other path characteristics with

a certain initialization state [5]–[14]. Alternatively, several

important attempts to route paths with a NN exhibit limited

scalability and training restrictions. For example, a generative

deep learning model utilized in [15] for IC pathfinding exhibits

limited maximum resolution (up to 64× 64 pathfinding tiles)

and cannot replace traditional pathfinders in practical appli-

cations. Performance of the variational autoencoder (VAE)

architecture used in [15] is known to significantly decrease

with an increasing input resolution. Furthermore, the perfor-

mance of this supervised method is a strong function of the

robustness and quality of the training set, yielding another

primary concern. In order to produce a robust prediction

model, supervised ML methods require significant amount

of training data (i.e., pathfinding task-solution pairs). While

actual IC physical design data is proprietary and not available

in required amount, and straight-forward method of generating

random inputs and solving them with traditional pathfinding

algorithms is not feasible due to computational complexity of

pathfinding. Therefore, a novel method to generate synthetic

training data for supervised ML pathfinding is required.

Another VAE-based model [16] also exploits the image

representation of a two-dimensional IC to route paths in

analog ICs. In this work, the labeled data for the supervised

training comprises a limited set of existing routed analog ICs,

as hand-solved by the human experts. To obtain reasonable

performance with such a limited training set, ICs has been

aggressively downsampled down to 64 × 64 tiles (similar to

[15]). While the model performs well in analog domain, the

limitations of the training set and ML architecture make these

approaches impractical for pathfinding in modern digital ICs

and other applications.

Additional recent works explore ML pathfinding solutions

within a simplified design space (e.g., small input space, no

obstacles, two-pin instances) [17], [18]. The importance of a

large robust training set to enable deep learning is emphasized

in [17] and a methodology for generating a set of multiterminal

obstacle-avoiding pathfinding tasks is proposed in the same

paper. However, how to route numerous generated tasks with

a state-of-the-art like path length is still an open question. To

address this question a methodology is proposed in this paper

for efficiently generating a large amount of practical training

data.

A breakthrough in ML physical design has recently been

achieved by researchers from Google who developed a deep

learning approach for IC floorplanning [19]. In this work, the

whole IC gate graph is embedded into a low-resolution latent

space and upsampled with a stack of convolutional layers to a

two-dimensional image representation of the placed IC. Graph-

embedding models are used to represent a preferred placement

graph [20]. Based on the reported results, months of traditional

floorplanning are reduced to a few hours with [19]. While

the floorplanning solution cannot be seamlessly adapted for

global routing and multiterminal pathfinding, this work is an

important step toward a physical design end-to-end learning

in modern ICs. The goal of this paper is to initiate a similar

paradigm shift in multiterminal pathfinding.

C. Pathfinding as bitmap translation

Modern ML image processing solutions are reduced to

convolution operations (e.g., within a convolutional kernel

or convolutional layers of deep neural networks), that are

decomposed into a large number of small independent matrix

multiplications. Hardware accelerators can, therefore, be effi-

ciently utilized in this type of computation with large number

of cores and parallel access to local and shared memory. Thus,

mapping an array of IC tiles onto a 2D image transforms an

inherently sequential task to a naturally parallelizable one,

enabling efficient utilization of hardware acceleration plat-

forms. Identifying an appropriate class of imaging problems

and effectively representing pathfinding tasks within that class

is, therefore, a primary objective. Yet another objective is to

design a large training dataset of robust pathfinding tasks (2D

arrays with varying number and location of terminals and

obstacles) and corresponding solutions (arrays with state-of-

the-art like paths), as required for typical ML imaging training.

Imaging translation is a class of problems which focuses

on learning the per-pixel mapping from an input bitmap to an

output bitmap, hence translating one possible data representa-

tion into another. This approach is useful in various domains

and applications, such as style transfer, inpainting, and ob-

ject transfiguration and typically exploited for transforming

and repairing photos. Similarly, we propose to reconsider a

pathfinding task as a problem of image reconstruction in which

the path tiles are the missing image parts which are recon-

structed using image translation. Existing image translation

solutions are typically based on generative NNs and thus,

highly parallelizable. A generative NN is designed in this

paper to demonstrate pathfinding with image translation, yield-

ing a fundamentally novel, highly scalable and parallelizable

solution for the multiterminal pathfinding task.

D. Generative machine learning

ML is a set of computational techniques that can be

exploited for searching complex patterns in large volume

of data and predicting the output based on provided input

and ML parameters. Supervised learning is one type of ML

paradigm, that utilizes training data for determining ML model

parameters. Each training sample comprises an input and the

corresponding true label. During the training, ML model is

iteratively updated to minimize the error between its output

and the true label.

VAEs have been demonstrated as a powerful solution for

image-to-image processing problems, such as image coloriza-

tion, stylization, or inpainting. A VAE is a deep NN (DNN)

that combines a recognition and a generative models. The

recognition model (commonly designed as a convolutional

neural network (ConvNet)) encodes DNN input into a vector

of latent state probabilistic distributions of learned attributes,

while the generative model (commonly designed as a decon-

volutional neural network (DeconvNet)) decodes the randomly

sampled latent state distributions into the DNN output.

Convolutional neural networks have been proven as a pre-

ferred ML architecture for efficient detection of complex local

patterns in 2D maps. A ConvNet is a stack of convolutional
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and pooling layers. Each convolutional layer is defined by a

convolutional kernel that slides over the inputs of the layer,

generating a local map based on the local layer features. Two

important hyperparameters of a convolutional layer are stride

and padding. While stride controls the sliding of the kernel

over the input volume, padding maintains the dimensionality

of the data. The objective of a pooling layer is to reduce the

dimensionality of data, abstracting the information about com-

plex features as this information propagates forward through

a ConvNet. The inner (i.e., with the lowest dimension) latent

space represents attributes of a given input as a probability

distribution. When decoding from the latent space, latent

attributes are sampled from corresponding distributions to

generate a vector, that is further processed with deconvolu-

tional layers. The concepts of kernel size, stride, padding, and

pooling are exemplified based on a 4×4 bitmap with a 3×3

kernel, stride of one, and pooling that prioritizes maximum

values, as shown in Figure 2.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 2: Illustration of ConvNet hyperparameters on a 4×4

bitmap with a 3×3 kernel, (a) a convolutional 3×3 kernel

with stride of one reduces the bitmap dimension from 4×4

to 2×2, (b) dimensionality is reduced with max-pooling, and

(c) bitmap dimension is maintained from (a) to (b) with

intermediate zero padding.

Deconvolutional neural networks are commonly used to

decode a low dimensional data space into a dimensionally

higher space. The DeconvNet topology is similar to ConvNet,

except for the upsampling DeconvNet layers that replace the

pooling ConvNet layers.

Conditional generative adversarial networks (cGANs) are

an advanced ML training approach. With this approach, gen-

erator (VAE is commonly used as a cGAN generator) and

discriminator submodels are utilized and conditioned by a

certain input (e.g., a generated path is conditioned by certain

placed terminals and obstacles). A discriminator convolutional

model is trained to classify an output bitmaps as a true label or

ML generated bitmap. Simultaneously, the generator is trained

to produce output bitmaps that cannot be recognized by the

discriminator as ML generated. As a result, the error between

the generated and expected (i.e., true label) output bitmaps

is reduced over successive training iterations. The adversarial

nature of the architecture allows the generator submodel to

simultaneously learn the mapping between 1) the input (e.g.,

pathfinding array with marked obstacles and terminals) and

generated output (e.g., the corresponding routed path) bitmaps,

and 2) the true label (e.g., a path from the training dataset)

and generated output. As opposed to conventional dictionary

based approaches and lookup tables, a cGAN is not limited

to reproducing known outputs by key, but can generate routed

paths from previously unseen inputs. The training process of

cGAN ML model is illustrated in Figure 3.

Performance of ML system is a strong function of a training

set and training time. Model convergence time increases with

the increasing number of training data samples. Alternatively,

as the number of training samples is reduced, or the diversity

of training data becomes limited, the risk of model overfitting

is increased, yielding high performance with a training set

but low performance with unseen input data. Typical imaging

training sets comprise up to a few thousands data samples. In

the next section, the formulation of a multiterminal pathfind-

ing as an imaging task is proposed and ML system design

considerations are described. Design solutions that facilitate

generation of a robust training set and convergence of the

model in reasonable time without overfitting are also proposed.

III. PROPOSED PATHFINDING SYSTEM

The proposed workflow of ML-based pathfinder comprises

three key phases. A training set of 2D bitmaps (i.e., routed

and unrouted bitmap pairs) is generated during the first phase

(see subsection A). During the second phase, a cGAN model

is trained on the training set with physics aware loss function

(see subsection B). While the generation of training set and

the training are time consuming tasks (e.g., can take hundreds

of hours on NVIDIA GTX1080 platform), these tasks are not

necessarily performed from scratch. Existing training sets from

other ML pathfinding and routing systems can be reused and

enhanced. Finally, transfer learning and learning with partial

layout information (e.g., information about certain standard

cells, as shown in Section 4) can be utilized to fine-tune

pre-trained models, enhancing the overall pathfinding perfor-

mance. The process of training set generation and training

itself is, therefore, expected to improve over generations of

VLSI systems.

During the third (inference) phase, pathfinding input data is

parsed and mapped into a pathfinding solution with a properly

trained generative ML model. A typical concern with the

proposed approach is the connectivity of a generated path.

While in imaging problems, a missing or incorrect pixel

has little effect on image perception, a routing path with a

missing pixel exhibits an open circuit and thus invalid. To

maintain path connectivity, those paths that are generated with

disconnected clusters (based on experimental results, less than

ten) are postprocessed.

Each of the framework phases is explained in details in

the following subsections. The methodology to efficiently

generate a robust training set is described in subsection A.

The architecture of the cGAN pathfinder and the proposed

physics aware loss function are explained in subsection B. The
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Fig. 3: Training a cGAN to generate robust multiterminal paths.

postprocessing algorithm for merging clustered cGAN paths is

presented in subsection C.

A. Training set generation

To approach a pathfinding challenge as a supervised ML

task, the ML model needs to be trained on a set of pathfinding

reference samples (i.e., bitmaps with terminals, obstacles, and

corresponding paths). The pathfinding reference samples are

synthetically generated in this paper.

The key idea is merging several low resolution, reference

samples into more complex samples. Note that pathfinding

optimality in the high resolution training samples is not

required for efficient ML training. Alternatively, the training

samples should capture a broad variety of pathfinding patterns.

First, a large set of pathfinding tasks is generated within small

(i.e., 8 × 8 to 128 × 128) rectangular bitmaps. Each small

bitmap comprises at least one terminal or a path segment

placed on the bitmap perimeter (i.e., edge terminal or edge

path segment). These small bitmaps are optimally solved with

exhaustive pathfinding methods. A valid merge of solved paths

into a longer, more complex path within a larger bitmap is

accomplished by joining two bitmaps via two edge segments.

For that purpose, smaller bitmaps can be rotated and flipped

as needed. The merging process continues until the resulted

bitmap reaches the target sample resolution. Examples of valid

and non-valid merges are shown in Figure 4.

The flow diagram of the training set generation is shown

in Figure 5. At each iteration, a bitmap is randomly selected

from a pool of bitmaps and matched with another random

bitmap from the pool for a valid merging. Note that bitmaps

generated in this manner tend to exhibit statistically significant

difference in path density at the edge tiles, increasing the risk

of model overfitting during training. To mitigate overfitting,

each path resulted from a valid merging is shifted in a random

direction, as shown in Figure 4. The grouped and shifted

bitmap is added to the pool and the process continues to the

next iteration. A model trained on the resulted training set

is expected to capture broad pathfinding rules in presence of

obstacles. To capture a system specific obstacle constraints,

another fine-tuned data set is generated. Samples in this set

are generated in the following manner. Tiles from a typical

layout are randomly sampled and combined into a small

bitmap (e.g., 128 × 128). The bitmap is utilized to generate

thousands of pathfinding tasks with numerous randomly placed

terminals, which are routed with conventional methods. Based

on experimental results, including the fine-tuned data within

the training set significantly increases the saturation speed of

the trained model.

B. Neural network architecture

The typical conditional adversarial loss is defined as

LcGAN =Ex,y[logD(y|x)]+

Ex,z[log(1−D(G(x, z)|x))],
(1)

where x is the input bitmap, y is the expected (routed)

output bitmap (i.e., the true label), z is the random noise,

generator G : x, z −→ ŷ aims at minimizing the loss, and the

adversarial discriminator D : x, y −→ {‘true’,‘generated’} aims

to maximize the loss.

While in traditional cGANs, random noise is utilized to

generate different stochastic outputs, in a typical pathfinder,

the preferred output is not random but determined based on

physical IC characteristics. In this paper, the cGAN is designed

without the random noise but enhanced with physics-aware

path generation reconstruction loss function, Lr. The trained

generator G∗ is, therefore, determined by

G∗ = arg min
G

max
D

LcGAN (G,D) + λLr(G). (2)

To understand how the Lr(G) is determined, consider the

following definitions for formulating the pathfinding task as a

supervised ML task. Let X and Y be the sets of, respectively,

unrouted bitmaps with placed terminals and obstacles and

corresponding single-path routed bitmaps. A pathfinding task

is to find the preferred pathfinding path of tiles, yx ∈ Y ,

connecting a certain number of placed terminals under certain

obstacle constraints, as defined by x ∈ X . For an unrouted

n × n bitmap x ∈ X , the corresponding single-path routed

bitmap yx ∈ Y is an n×n bitmap of tiles (i, j), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
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Fig. 4: Illustration of the proposed flow for generating a training sample of a robust routed path. (a) A set of low-resolution

optimally routed bitmaps. (b) Bitmap b1 is randomly selected and placed. Given the single bitmap, b1, adjacent to the

unprocessed space SI, the bitmap, b2, is randomly selected from the list of b1-joinable bitmaps and placed in SI along

the bottom edge of b1. (c) Given the single bitmap, b2, adjacent to the unprocessed space SII, the bitmap, b3, is randomly

selected from the list of b2-joinable bitmaps and placed in SII along the right edge of b2. (d) Given the two bitmaps, b1

and b3, adjacent to the unprocessed space SIII, the bitmap, b5, is randomly selected from the intersection of the b1-joinable

and b3-detached bitmaps and placed in SIII along the right edge of b1 and top edge of b3. (e) As a result, a robust routed

valid bitmap with 4x resolution is generated (top). Alternatively, selecting the last bitmap from the intersection of the b1- and

b3-joinable bitmaps results in an invalid circular path (bottom). Thus, bitmaps are always selected from the intersection of a

joinable and detached lists, as shown in the flowchart in Figure 5.

where each tile is associated with a binary score, y(i, j) = 0
or y(i, j) = 1 if the tile (i, j) is, respectively, excluded from

or included within the preferred output path. These definitions

are illustrated in Figure 6.

Note that the overall objective is to maximize the total

number of routed paths, while minimizing the total length of

the pathfinding solution. In the ML domain, the goal is to train

a ML system Ŷ = ⌊f(X,G∗) + 0.5⌋ that for each x ∈ X

provides the conditional probability of each tile, ŷx(i, j), to

be either included within (i.e., f(i,j) ≥ 0.5) or excluded from

(i.e., f(i,j) < 0.5) the preferred pathfinding solution,

f(i,j)(X,G∗) = PG∗(ŷx(i,j) = 1|x), (3)

where G∗ is the generator model trained based on the con-

ditional probability distribution of the input features, xi, and

output observations, yi (i.e., true labels), as defined by (2).

The training data set {(xk, yk)}
N
k=1 comprises N synthetic

pathfinding tasks in the bitmap representation and N corre-

sponding reference single-path routed bitmaps (i.e., the true

labels).

Mean square error (MSE) loss function is typically used

with autoencoders for evaluating sum of squared distances

between the predicted values and true labels [21], [22]. For the

pathfinding task, MSE counts the number of tiles that marked

differently (’0’ vs ’1’) with the true label and generated

solution. Note that for an n× n optimally routed bitmap, the

number of empty (f(i,j) < 0.5) and routed (f(i,j) >= 0.5)

tiles scales as, respectively, O(n2) and O(n) with n). This

unbalanced nature of the pathfinding data set fosters prioriti-

zation of the ”all zeros” solution (i.e., an empty layout), which

validity further increases with the increasing bitmap size n.

Thus, MSE loss function is impractical for ML pathfinding.

To account for specifics of path minimization task, a custom

loss function is proposed. The custom loss function is designed

to penalize the model if the number of tiles, n̂t, included by

the model within an output path is different from the number

of tiles in a reference output path, nt. The penalties for n̂t

exceeding and falling short of nt differ. A path with redundant

tiles is not optimal in terms of the path length, but is legal if

it connects all the input terminals. Alternatively, if n̂t < nt

and the reference path is optimal, then some components in

the model solution are disconnected and the path is, therefore,

incorrect. In particular, the n̂t < nt penalization pertain to the

“all-zeros” local minimum. Given a predicted routed bitmap, ŷ,

and a reference bitmap, y, the proposed loss function accounts

for |n̂t − nt| ≠ 0 with penalty rate of ksub−opt and for

incomplete paths with additional penalty rate of kerr, yielding

Lr = MSE (ŷ, y) · (1 + ksub-opt · step · distance) , (4)

where

distance =
∑

i,j

H(ŷi,j)−
∑

i,j

H(yi,j) (5)

step = kerr · sign(distance − 1) + 1. (6)

Here H(·) is the Heaviside step function. In this paper, the

proposed loss function is used with ksub-opt = 10−3 and kerr =
102.

The proposed generator is designed as a multi-stage NN.

All tiles with the individual obstacle and terminal indicators

are fed as ML features into the input channels of the generator.

The input dimension of the network is therefore 2n2, as deter-

mined by the total number of features of the n×n tile bitmap.
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Fig. 5: Flow diagram of the training set generation algorithm. On the left is the flow for generating small bitmaps. These

bitmaps are optimally routed with optimal algorithm. On the right is the flow for generating complex training dataset by

joining the routed small bitmaps.

Fig. 6: Illustration of a single pathfinding task with input

bitmap x ∈ X and the corresponding solved path yx ∈ Y .

To mitigate the high input dimensionality of the system, a

ConvNet based VAE is used. A typical VAE architecture (see

Figure 7) is utilized, comprising seven encoding layers, three

latent dense layers, seven decoding layers, and a single refining

layer. In dense layers, 25% of inputs is dropped out (i.e.,

set to zero) at each update during the training to prevent

overfitting. The encoder converts the 2n2-dimensional input

data into an intermediate low-dimensional (i.e., 256× 2) data

space, using a stack of convolutional layers. The decoder then

deconvolves the abstracted data into the n2-dimensional routed

output space, using a stack of deconvolutional layers. Each of

the output values indicates the probability of the corresponding

tile to be included within the output path. The final decision to

include a tile within the pathfinding output is made based on

the decision threshold of 0.5. If a tile output value exceeds this

threshold, the tile is considered to be part of the output path.

Unlike other generative models which require more complex

training approaches, the proposed NN configuration is a linear

stack of layers and naturally supports error backpropagation

throughout the overall network. As a result, efficient training

of the VAE generator within the intermediate low-dimensional

dense layers is possible. Owing to the stochastic nature of

the ML model, new (unseen) pathfinding solutions can be

generated based on the training data points (i.e., existing

or synthetically generated routed bitmaps) by sampling the

intermediate probabilistic space. For optimization reasons, the

generator NN is augmented with skip connections between

corresponding convolutional and deconvolutional layers, sim-

ilar to the U-Net [23] NN architecture.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: Architecture of the proposed generator network, (a) block level schematics comprising convolutional, dense, and

deconvolutional layers, as well as an example of input features and output, and (b) NN parameters for each layer of the

1024× 1024 pathfinder.

C. Postprocessing algorithm

While several missing or corrupted pixels typically go

unnoticed in ML generated images, missing path pixels yield

an invalid path. A postprocessing algorithm is proposed to

merge the few disconnected cGAN output clusters, as needed.

As part of the algorithm, an invalid path is processed with

the median filter for image noise reduction and the path tiles

clusters are connected with the cluster merging algorithm (see

Figure 8).

With the proposed algorithm, pairs of closest endpoints

(from two different clusters) are identified for all disconnect

endpoints based on Manhattan distance. To merge two clusters,

the identified closest endpoints are connected with maze-

routing algorithm. While the proposed greedy algorithm is

generally suboptimal, it has been shown to exhibit optimal

results when used to connect only few clusters in cGAN

generated paths.

An example of the postprocessed output is shown in Fig-

ure 9. In this case, the cGAN routed path exhibits three disjoint

clusters that are joined with the proposed postprocessing

algorithm. Note that with a completely random input (i.e., ran-

domly generated number and location of pins and obstacles),

most of the unprocessed cGAN routed paths yield between two

Fig. 8: Flow diagram of the proposed postprocessing method.

and ten disjoint clusters. This behavior is primarily caused by

overfitting issues, and can be solved with either the proposed
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Fig. 9: Raw cGAN output of RT01 and a refined solution.

Three disjoint clusters are connected during the postprocessing

stage.

postprocessing or fine tuning of training set. When the cGAN

model struggles to converge to a correct output, a grid of

dots with tile-like size is produced, as shown in Figure 10.

This is, however, not a fundamental limitation of the proposed

approach, but a constraint of the utilized synthetic training

set. With a more heterogeneous training set, that contains

larger diversity of generated tile sizes, postprocessing may not

be required. Such training set generation methods should be

considered in the future.

IV. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed cGAN pathfinder has been tested with the

following pathfinding inputs.

1) A set of unseen pathfinding tasks synthetically generated

with the proposed algorithm (see subsection III.A.).

2) A set of pathfinding tasks generated by randomly placing

rectangular obstacles and terminals within a bitmap. The

number and size of the obstacles as well as the number

of terminals are all randomly determined.

3) Multiterminal pathfinding benchmarks RT 01-05 [24].

For evaluation purposes, the input data is represented as a

1024× 1024× 2 array, in which the first and second channel

are the per-tile obstacle and terminal indicators, respectively.

Bitmaps smaller than 1024×1024 are upsized to 1024×1024
and/or filled with obstacle indicators along the bitmap edge.

A. Evaluation metrics

The cGAN pathfinding algorithm is evaluated with respect

to four primary metrics: correctness of paths (i.e., a correct

path must connect all the terminals in a continuous manner),

wirelength (as determined by the number of path tiles), run-

time, and throughput. To evaluate the correctness of the ML

pathfinding, best-find search is utilized to find all connected

tiles within the routed path (i.e., those tiles with f(i,j) ≥ 0.5).

Each search starts at one of the terminals and progressively

constructs a set of visited tiles. At each iteration, the tiles

adjacent to the already traversed tiles are added to the set.

The search stops when all the tiles have been traversed.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10: Illustration of the model output. Terminals (enlarged

for visibility), obstacles, and routed paths are shown in,

respectively, green, red, and blue shades. (a) An incorrect

output with grid-like path is generated due to the tiled nature

of the training set, and (b) A correct output with no scattered

path pieces.

B. Experimental results

The cGAN pathfinder is trained on a synthetically generated

pathfinding dataset and tested on both the RT multiterminal

pathfinding benchmarks [24] and synthetically and random

generated test cases. The tested tasks are not part of the

training set and have never been seen by the cGAN model.

The cGAN pathfinder is able to generate a path with similar

to state-of-the-art length for inputs of different complexity. An

example of the cGAN pathfinder output at various stages of

training is shown in Figure 11. Performance comparison be-

tween the cGAN and state-of-the-art deterministic pathfinding

algorithms (ML-OARSMT [24] and FOARS [4]), is listed in

the table below for the RT benchmarks. Both deterministic

algorithms are based on the look-up table-accelerated decom-

position of multiterminal pathfinding. FOARS provides an

enhanced method of obstacle-aware decomposition, yielding

state-of-the-art performance. While ML-OARSMT yields less

competitive performance, it utilizes an open source fundamen-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 11: ML outputs on different stages of model training. Terminals (enlarged for visibility), obstacles, and routed paths are

shown in, respectively, green, red, and blue shades. Models at early training stages ((a) and (b)) produces invalid noisy outputs.

Alternatively, a converged model produces a valid output with the same training set (c), similar to the optimally routed path

(d).

tal algorithm (FLUTE) which lies at the core of other state-

of-the-art pathfinders and is re-executed for a fare, hardware-

specific comparison. Alternatively, FOARS cannot be con-

veniently re-evaluated. Thus, performance metric from the

original paper [4] are considered for FOARS comparison with

the cGAN pathfinder. Note, however, that the frequency of the

CPUs used for pathfinding evaluation in the original and this

paper is comparable.

With the modern hardware accelerators, such as GPU,

TPU, or NPU, batching individual ML inference requests can

significantly impact ML runtime and throughput performance

[25]. While the optimal batching parameters vary for different

models, systems, and environments, the throughput-to-latency

ratio can usually be efficiently controlled by batching within

hardware constraints (e.g., batch data should fit into hard-

ware accelerator memory). In practical applications such as

IC design, millions of pathfinding tasks are solved during

each pathfinding iteration. Thus, pathfinding throughput (as

determined by the number of solved pathfinding tasks per

unit of time) is a critical metric and should be considered

along with the traditional pathfinding runtime metric. To

maximize throughput performance, a batch size of 16 samples

is preferred, yielding a 5× higher throughput as compared

with non-batched single pathfinding inference. To account for

both the parallel hardware accelerator ML processing and

sequential CPU postprocessing with the proposed approach,

pathfinding throughput is determined as

TPcGAN =
BatchSize

RTML +BatchSize×RTPostprocess

, (7)

where RTML is the runtime to route BatchSize paths with

ML cGAN model, and RTPostprocess is the postprocessing

runtime per a single path. Alternatively, the throughput of the

existing CPU based sequential approaches is determined as

one over a single pathfinding runtime.

Note, that the proposed formulation of pathfinding as image

translation enables parallelization of pathfinding with non-

branching computations, propagating the input through the

directed acyclic graph of cGAN generator submodel layers.

Thus, the runtime of the cGAN pathfinder is not a function

of the number and configuration of terminals and obstacles.

Intuitively, ML processing runtime is constant and defined

by the ML model, underlying framework implementation,

and hardware. Based on the experimental results, the ML

processing runtime of the trained ML model executed on

NVIDIA GTX1080 GPU is ≈ 0.4 seconds. Note that the

postprocessing runtime varies between 0.1 and 0.2 seconds for

all the tested data and is a function of the ML model prediction

quality. Thus, the postprocessing runtime can be reduced with
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additional training. Alternatively, the runtime with traditional

approaches increases quadratically [4], [24] with the increasing

number of obstacles and terminals.

The constant runtime of the ML model is experimentally

verified on a synthetic test set of 60 1, 024 × 1, 024 unseen

pathfinding tasks generated based on the proposed method-

ology (see Section III-A). The length of the synthetically

generated paths is considered as the reference length in these

experiments. The number of terminals among the test set paths

ranges between 10 and 1,063. The total area occupied by

obstacles ranges between 6.7% and 35.8%. All the 60 test

samples are routed with the cGAN pathfinder. The wirelength

with cGAN is similar to the reference length and the run-

time for all the paths varies between 0.4 + 0.1 = 0.5 and

0.4 + 0.2 = 0.6 seconds.

The cGAN pathfinder is further evaluated with standard

RT benchmarks. The experimental results are listed in Table

I. As expected, the speedup with cGAN pathfinder over

sequential state-of-the-art continuously increases with the in-

creasing number of terminals and obstacles. Similarly, the

throughput gain with cGAN also increases in more complex

pathfinding problems. The projection of these trends is shown

in Figure 12 based on extrapolated results from Table I and

[4]. The data is extrapolated as follows: (i) The reported

worst-case complexity of traditional pathfinding algorithms

is O(n2), where n is the number of terminals or obstacle

corners of the input. (ii) The throughput of these algorithms

is approximated as a reciprocal function of runtime. The

cGAN pathfinder outperforms the FOARS algorithm in terms

of runtime and throughput (for ≈ n > 103-104 – a realistic

number of terminals and obstacles in modern and future

pathfinding tasks). The cGAN pathfinder outperforms the ML-

OARSMT algorithm by over an order of magnitude even in

small pathfinding systems. As compared with the proposed

method, the traditional pathfinders are less practical in tasks

with high number of terminals and obstacles.

TABLE I: Pathfinding performance comparison between the

proposed cGAN pathfinder (with postprocessing) and tradi-

tional pathfinders (ML-OARSMT [24] and FOARS [4]).

Benchmark RT01 RT02′ RT03 RT04 RT05′

Terminals 10 50 100 100 200

Obstacles 500 500 500 1,000 2,000

Wirelength (tiles)

[24] 2,267 5,871 8,363 10,306 5,468

[4] 2,119 n/a 8,282 10,330 n/a

cGAN 2,272 5,873 8,412 10,287 5,476

Runtime (seconds)

[24] 4.3 5.4 7.0 40.0 174.5

[4] <0.01 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.15

cGAN 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.5

Throughput (Pathfinding tasks per seconds)

[24] 0.23 0.19 0.14 0.025 0.0057

[4] >100 50.0 33.3 16.6 6.7

cGAN 5.5 5.5 5.5 3.6 5.5

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 12: Projection of multiterminal pathfinding performance

with traditional state-of-the-art and proposed cGAN ML algo-

rithms. Point markers represent existing data points. Curves

represent the best fit functions: polynomial for runtime (to

capture the quadratic scaling [4], [24]) and hyperbolic for

throughput to capture the one over runtime behavior). Runtime

as a function of terminal and obstacle count is shown in,

respectively, (a) and (b). Throughput as a function of terminals

and obstacles count is shown in, respectively, (c) and (d).

V. CONCLUSION

This work shows that a multiterminal obstacle avoiding

pathfinding can be efficiently solved with a generative cGAN

model executed on effective hardware accelerators, such as

GPU, TPU, or NPU hardware. Based on the experimental

results, the proposed cGAN model correctly determines paths

in unseen benchmarks, yielding a state-of-the-art like path

length and in those larger systems over an order of magni-

tude speedup and throughput gain. The proposed approach

exploits the grid-like structure, that is most common in routing

and navigation systems, to map the input pathfinding tasks

and output paths to two-dimensional bitmaps and reduce the

multiterminal obstacle-avoiding pathfinding to an image-to-

image mapping. The proposed framework is enhanced with

field-aware information and methodology for designing robust

routed training dataset. Executing the pathfinding on parallel

hardware accelerators allows to simultaneously and efficiently

process high number of pathfinding tasks without additional

overheads. The proposed cGAN pathfinding architecture and

the methodology for designing synthetically-obtained training

samples enables a fundamentally novel approach for obstacle-

avoiding multiterminal pathfinding in modern computing sys-

tems. This approach is expected to overcome some of the

existing CPU bottlenecks by utilizing GPU or other parallel

processing hardware. In particular, cGAN pathfinder is ef-

fective in industrial IC physical design tasks such as global

routing and placement, as well as in autonomous vehicle

navigation and planning.
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